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With this year's increase in output for the PowerStroke turbodiesel V8 and refinements to the
cabin, the Ford F Super Duty is back in the running for the heavy-duty pickup title. For most
folks, a half-ton pickup truck, such as Ford's own F, is more than adequate, easily handling the
occasional hauling and towing chores Joe Suburbanite may throw at it. Transporting goods
from Home Depot, moving the kid to college and towing a pair of jet skis or snowmobiles aren't
a problem for a half-tonner. Ford's entry in this class is the F Super Duty. Although a capable
and very popular workhorse, the outgoing Ford F Super Duty was a dated design compared to
the more recently revamped rivals from GM and Dodge. The Ford's performance lagged behind
and the cabin didn't offer the comfort, storage and luxurious feel of the newer trucks. For , Ford
has revamped the F Super Duty pickup considerably, giving this sales chart superstar greater
work capacity along with a much improved interior. More than just the aggressive, in-your-face
looks, the freshened front end styling brings a functional advantage. The higher hood, bigger
grille and redesigned front bumper all allow more cool air to reach the radiator. Available behind
that grille is a larger PowerStroke diesel engine. Now at 6. A high-pressure common-rail fuel
system with high-tech injectors is also new for the diesel; Ford says that because these
injectors administer fuel in up to five metered spurts per combustion cycle rather than all at
once, reliability is improved, emissions are reduced and the engine even runs quieter. Another
benefit is quick startup -- this diesel can fire up in fewer than 2 seconds at minusdegrees F.
Supporting the new engine is a stronger frame. Ford says it's tougher than before thanks to new
reinforcements and increased usage of high-strength steel. There's also a new rear suspension
design; it's said to improve stability during acceleration, braking and cornering. It should also
lower the truck's rear end for easier towing of tall gooseneck or fifth-wheel trailers. This year's
major improvements, namely the more potent PowerStroke engine and revamped cabin, go a
long way toward putting the Ford F Super Duty back near the top of the class. The SuperCab
has a pair of small rear-opening rear doors, while the Crew Cab has four conventional full-size
doors. SuperCabs and Crew Cabs are available with a short 6. The FX4 provides serious
off-road hardware, including skid plates, heavy-duty shock absorbers, a limited-slip rear axle
and a manual-shift transfer case. High-line Lariats come with features like inch alloy wheels,
leather upholstery, power front seats driver-seat only on Regular Cab and dual-zone automatic
climate control. All trims come with a clever flip-down tailgate step that hides within the tailgate
when stowed. Depending on the trim, numerous options are available, such as reverse park
assist, a navigation system, power folding and telescoping mirrors and a rear-seat DVD
entertainment system. The XLT Sport package includes a monochrome treatment with
color-matched bumpers and grille, foglamps, chrome step bars and privacy glass. The King
Ranch package provides two-tone paint, inch alloy wheels and fancy leather seating and trim
inspired by a western saddle. Highly recommended for those who tow is the Tow Command
system option, which seamlessly integrates the control of the trailer brakes with those on the
truck. There are three engine choices for the F Super Duty: the standard 5. Regardless of engine
choice, buyers have a choice of transmission: a six-speed manual or a five-speed automatic and
either two- or four-wheel drive. Antilock disc brakes are standard, but neither side- nor
side-curtain airbags are available. Power-adjustable pedals are optional on XLT and Lariat
models equipped with automatic transmission , as are rear parking sensors. Though we've
driven the new Ford F and come away impressed, we've yet to sample the Ford F Check back
later for specific F commentary. A rugged, industrial theme marks the revised cabin, and
materials quality is improved over the previous truck. Chrome accents surround the gauges and
air vents, while the new center stack puts controls in easier reach. In crew cabs, folding the rear
seats up reveals a flip-out utility tray that keeps the load floor flat. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Super Duty. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Base V8 not as strong as base
V8s in competing trucks. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Ford F Super Duty has been fully redesigned. Under the
skin, a number of major upgrades take place. Ford says the chassis is stronger than before and

now has a new type of coating for improved corrosion resistance. The rear suspension has also
been tweaked to improve ride and handling without compromising capability. For power, there's
an updated version of the PowerStroke diesel engine. It now displaces 6. Read more. Write a
review See all 73 reviews. Warning of issue with Ford Diesel Engines. Ford corporate recently
told us that we need to test the diesel fuel every time before filling up our Ford diesel F The
truck has less than 70k miles and this is the second time this has occurred first at 24k. Truck
still under warranty. No abnormal driving, primarily highway and occassional pulling of a 3
horse gooseneck trailer. All scheduled maintenance, including fuel filters, was regularly
performed by a Ford Dealer. No warning lights came on before engine shut down. Through
postings on diesel forums and leasing associations, we are hearing this is not an uncommon
problem. Read less. I kept reading post after post on the internet about the 6. Well here it is.
Guess I knew after Ford adandoned the motor after only three years I was in trouble. Shame on
you Ford!! Laurence R. I bought this vehicle used in with 32, miles in the XLT trim. The vehicle
had a bad front end and lousey fuel mileage. I knew this when I purchased the vehicle. Different
tires also helped improve fuel mileage. I installed heavy duty air shocks and replaced the front
springs with heaover springs and stabilizer bar to the front end. I also installed side step bars,
tool box, backup camera, fog lights and trailer brake and other items. This was cheaper than
buying a more expensive vehicle from the dealer. I purchased my ford Super duty in , One of the
first. I now have , on the 5. Only 1 set of brakes. New alternator at , mls. I am a stone mason and
work my truck hard. Around , mls the truck made a engine noise when I started it, almost , mls
later I have the same noise. No change, I always change my oil, I love my truck, Would never
buy anything but a ford truck period! Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4
average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up. A critical
part of proper diesel maintenance is using the right fluids and the right oil. Adhering to a strict
maintenance schedule and using the correct fluid, oil, and filters is especially important on the
6. Those problems can cost you hundreds or even thousands of dollars to fix. For
comprehensive 6. You want to make sure you provide your truck with more fluid than the
minimum while still being below or at the max level. Your 6. The chart below gives fuel capacity
for Ford Superduty trucks equipped with the 6. If you live in a warm environment, sticking with
15W oil is the best option for your 6. Colder environments may require substituting 10W
instead. Take a look at the following chart. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows us to
continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the support! Want to learn
more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay up to
date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head. Has a
little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by checking out his truck.
Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil January 28th, Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy!
Best Ford 6. Complete 6. Complete 7. Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. Ford
7. The Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge
Monitors. Motorcraft Mercon SP. Motorcraft VC SAE 80W SAE 75W While the 6. There are a
number of common 6. This makes any repair more expensive. Thankfully, because these 6. Most
6. If you want to skip to a section, simply click on one of the bulleted links. Oil dilution is an
extremely common problem that 6. Have you ever changed your engine oil on your 6. You might
have been surprised that after draining the oil out of your truck, you found a ton of extra oil.
Several quarts and sometimes even over a gallon of extra oil can be removed when changing
your engine oil. That extra liquid is diesel fuel. When your 6. It then travels into the exhaust
stream, elevates EGTs and burns off hydrocarbons from the diesel particulate filter. Oil dilution
is an unfortunate by-product of this emissions process. What problems can oil dilution lead to
though? This can lead to increased wear and tear on crucial engine components because of a
lack of lubrication. So how do you prevent this problem from happening? First and foremost,
check your engine oil frequently. Once a week take a look at your dip stick. Instead, change the
oil and filter on your 6. Also make sure you use high quality oil that meets or exceeds OEM
specs. One of the best 6. This is the preferred engine oil viscosity for climates above 20 degrees
Fahrenheit. If you are in a colder climate, your truck may require a different viscosity. The 6. It
requires the use of a straight pipe exhaust system and a delete-capable tuning device. Unlike
the 6. The crimps on the plastic ends of the radiator tend to separate, causing them to leak. You
might also notice visible signs of the radiator leaking. Here are some quality 6. This radiator
also uses rubber mounting begs, instead of the solid metal OEM ones, to reduce the amount of
flex force transferred to the radiator. To further increase radiator durability, you can also get a
radiator support bar. Radiator support bars add rigidity and help prolong coolant system life by
reducing front end flex and twisting. Despite the impressive 6. The major reason for the 6.
Active regeneration uses diesel to increase EGTs and clean the dpf. City driving and driving in
heavy traffic make mpgs go down ever further as they will result in more frequent active

regeneration cycles. If you want to improve fuel economy in your 6. While a straight pipe
exhaust and a tuner will greatly increase your mpgs, deleting or turning off emissions devices is
federally illegal on any highway driven or registered vehicle. Many tuners are now CARB
approved and emissions compliant. Here are some of our favorite mods to increase fuel
economy. Want better fuel economy on your 6. What better way to achieve this than by giving
your engine cleaner fuel for a more complete burn. They also supply a steady amount of fuel
making them invaluable when you add tuning! If you want custom tunes for your 6. That means
no hooking up to a computer is required to load tunes onto the device and your truck! For more
information on how to improve performance and reliability on Ford Superduty trucks with a
Diesel engine, visit our 13 Best 6. The primary responsibility of the diesel particulate filter is to
capture unburnt hydrocarbons before they exit the tailpipe. While the DPF does this
successfully reduce tailpipe emissions on the 6. Like any new design, there were a number of
common issues found on these early and rudimentary diesel particulate filters. DPF problems
are often expensive and require replacement. Leaking or plugged up DPF systems typically
require you to purchase a new one. Another replacement DPF system that is available for the 6.
Is your 6. Is there soot on the firewall or the hood area? Can you hear a loud hissing noise from
under the hood? A very common issue with the 6. The cracking occurs on the expansion joints
and can cause a huge loss of power, as well as the symptoms listed above. Unfortunately, your
only option with cracked up-pipes is to replace them. There are plenty of aftermarket up-pipes
that offer superior construction and even life-time warranties. Check out these quality
aftermarket up-pipes that should solve the problem forever! Want heavy duty stainless steel
replacement up-pipes for your cracked OEM ones? Coolant is used in this process which over
time can break down, clogging the EGR cooler. Similar to the 6. Unfortunately, the 6. As a
preventative measure, invest in a coolant filtration system. Coolant breakdown is an inevitable
part of the exhaust gas recirculation process. Coolant filtration systems help preserve your
coolant quality and can drastically increase coolant lifetimes. Mishimoto and Sinister Diesel
both make relatively cheap coolant filtration systems. Make sure you also follow a severe 6. By
changing your coolant frequently, you maintain high-quality coolant flowing throughout your 6.
Aftermarket EGR Coolers can also offer superior performance and durability compared to
factory ones. If one, or both, of your OEM EGR Coolers has already plugged up, you can replace
them with aftermarket units that are significantly more durable and reliable. Aftermarket coolers
often feature a sturdier design to prevent leaking and improved coolant flow to help lower
coolant temperatures. Check out these EGR Cooler replacement systems for the 6. Early model
year 6. Over time, vibrations can cause the wires to be exposed. Once exposed, you run the risk
of shorting your high pressure fuel pump. Luckily there is an easy solution. Later model 6. Ford
was well aware of this problem. They corrected this problem in late model trucks by adding a
protective covering to the wire harness. This is one of the reasons later versions of the 6.
Unfortunately, this repair requires the cab to be pulled. The K16 injection pump is hidden and to
get access it requires a ton of work. Front cover leaks can develop overtime, which can cause
coolant to leak into the crankcase. This is another reason it is very important to check your
dipstick frequently. You can often catch a problem before it leads to a total engine rebuild.
Frequently, leaks develop near the water pump area. Many believe these leaks occur due to
cavitation. If you have a front cover leak, you will have to replace it. The best thing you can do is
be vigilant about your 6. Get a coolant filtration device. Make sure you change your 6. Add one
more line item to your list of common 6. Basically the water and diesel fuel mixture coagulates
and creates a sludge that can cause the drain valve to stick shut. When enough water is
collected it can enter the vehicles fuel system, causing rust and poor fuel quality. The high
pressure fuel system used in these trucks are extremely susceptible to fuel system failures from
poor fuel quality. When rust or poor fuel get to the fuel injection pump, it can lead to
self-destruction of the K16 injection pump which then sends metal shrapnel to your injectors.
This can essentially kill the entire fuel system costing thousands and thousands of dollars of
repair and a truck that is in the shop for a long time. The more frequently, the better. If you need
to, drain it every other week. This should help maintain the factory system for longer. Another
solution to greatly improve fuel quality and extend fuel system lifetimes is by installing a fuel lift
pump system. They offer superior fuel filtration than the OEM system and the result is greater
fuel economy, fuel system longevity, and even better performance. Here are some quality kits!
The result is long fuel system life and better overall performance. This system is designed to
work with trucks that require a little more fuel. Many EGR related failures are actually
mis-diagnosed. The real problem you may be encountering is a clogged Engine Oil Cooler.
Clogged Engine Oil Coolers is another frequently encountered 6. The Oil Cooler is responsible
for cooling your 6. When these passages get blocked up your 6. Instead, you have to replace it.
You can replace it with a Ford OEM engine oil cooler which will likely solve the problem for

another , miles or you can use an aftermarket engine oil cooler. Aftermarket engine oil coolers
often last longer and provide better cooling performance than OEM units. Adding a coolant
filtration system like the Mishimoto Coolant Filtration system above is a great way to improve
oil cooler lifetimes as well. Want an affordable, highly-rated 6. It typically happens in higher
mileage engines, but this is can affect all-mileage 6. If left unchecked even bigger issues can
occur, like melted injector tips. The OEM pistons feature a fuel bowl, which is where the cracks
typically start at the thin edge. Then these cracks typically develop and get worse. This crack
can then lengthen across the entire piston. Unfortunately, replacing your 6. The International
MaxxForce 7 engine was used on heavier duty commercial vehicles and therefore was built
slightly better. Over horsepower can easily be achieved inexpensively. This propensity to
become powerful can lead to headaches down the road however. Proper, frequent maintenance
is also strongly encouraged. Treating this engine like the reliable and trusty 7. Check out our
Comprehensive 6. It covers recommended maintenance intervals and also lists the parts, fluids,
and filters you need to keep your 6. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows us to
continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the support! Want to learn
more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay up to
date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head. Has a
little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by checking out his truck.
Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil January 21st, Oil Dilution Oil dilution is an extremely
common problem that 6. Mishimoto 6. Mishimoto Oil Cooler Want an affordable, highly-rated 6.
Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy! Best Ford 6. Complete 6. Complete 7.
Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. Ford 7. The Ultimate Guide to Ford 6.
Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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caravan exhaust
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

